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What is RGF?What is RGF?

New Mexico’s only Free Market think tank, 
(501c3), non-partisan, but we consistently 
promote ideas of individual liberty and 
freedom here in NM;
We were early critics of the Rail Runner 
arguing that it was too expensive and won’t 
carry enough people to justify the cost.



Current StatusCurrent Status

The 1/8th cent Rio Metro tax hike is the voters’ first 
opportunity to weigh in on the Rail Runner, but the 
vote will have no impact on its completion;

Tracks have been/are being laid and the Rail Runner 
will move forward, no matter how the vote turns out 
this November;

The Chamber can oppose this tax hike without 
opposing the Rail Runner itself (If this vote had taken 
place three years ago and been a referendum on the 
Rail Runner, that would have been different). 



What is the vote really about?What is the vote really about?

• The Rail Runner is costing $400 million to 
build;

• Annual operating costs will be $13.5 million;
• Transportation money is tight and road 

projects have been canceled and delayed 
statewide;

• If voters turn down this tax increase, it will 
make Larry’s job tougher. 



Currently, Voters Statewide are Paying Currently, Voters Statewide are Paying 
for the Rail Runnerfor the Rail Runner

• If the Chamber supports this tax hike, they will 
be supporting a plan that makes Albuquerque 
less competitive particularly relative to other 
areas of the state (for no good reason since the 
train is a done-deal);

• All we are voting for is higher taxes;



Chamber could use Credibility on Limited Chamber could use Credibility on Limited 
Government IssuesGovernment Issues

• There is a great deal of skepticism over the 
Chamber’s willingness to support bigger 
government and higher taxes (health care);

• Endorsing an unnecessary tax increase would 
not enhance that credibility;

• Politically, this should be a simple decision.  



(De(De--)Merits of the Project)Merits of the Project

Even transit’s strongest supporters agree that 
the Rail Runner (and most transit projects) 
never break even or turn a profit;
We are also told that this is “irrelevant”
because no mode of transportation is 
profitable;
This is not entirely true.  



TransitTransit’’s Market Share Nationwide is s Market Share Nationwide is 
Very SmallVery Small



And Getting Smaller!And Getting Smaller!



Transit is Heavily SubsidizedTransit is Heavily Subsidized





Despite record gas prices, “record” increases 
in transit usage, and many new projects 
nationwide, transit’s market share has not 
grown significantly;

Why?



Inadequate Population DensityInadequate Population Density
Albuquerque has 2,796 
people/sq mi 

Bernalillo County has 
477/sq mi 



WhatWhat’’s it Mean?s it Mean?

• To generate a reasonable market share, transit 
requires population densities far beyond what we 
have in New Mexico;

• Buses are relatively inexpensive and have proven 
successful at moving people in some relatively dense 
areas of the city (Central Avenue);

• Rail requires far greater investment and the Rail 
Runner represents a gross over-investment of 
resources relative to the number of people who will 
use it. 



Should the Chamber Recommend Yes Should the Chamber Recommend Yes 
or No in November?or No in November?

• Even if you like the Rail Runner, you should still 
oppose this tax hike because it won’t stop the Rail 
Runner;

• Rejecting this tax hike may make Larry’s job in 
finding/allocating resources more difficult …that 
doesn’t mean we need unnecessary tax hikes;

• Given the realities of transit in New Mexico, we 
should re-evaluate whether massive investment in rail 
transit is a wise choice.


